
● Revised Checklist & Wall Text 

 

http://angelicdarling.tumblr.com/post/112020104934/4csnow  

February 25th 2015 || @angelicdarling “#4csnow” 

 

http://artistiquesoul.tumblr.com/post/112200654610   



March 6th 2015 || @artistiquesoul “Who needs a filter when you glo like thiiiiis?” 

 

http://jalenthealien.tumblr.com/post/112653499811/todayigjalenthealientwitter 

March 6th 2015 || @jalenthealien “today. IG; @JalenTheAlien | Twitter; @JalenDominique  ” 



   

http://lissuano.tumblr.com/post/110450201097/nicky 

March 5th 2015 || @lissuano 

 

http://breeriley.tumblr.com/post/102252165636/tooksomanyselfiesandilikethemallsoi 

March 5th 2015 || @breeriley “Took so many selfies and I like them all so I thought that I’d share them with 



you guys…… Enjoy ” 

 

http://laninjapanama.tumblr.com/post/112848963597/102k14selfieshappyblackoutyall 

March 5th 2015 || @laninjapanama “10 2k14 Selfies!!! HAPPY BLACK OUT YALL” 



 

http://diosapeligrosa.tumblr.com/post/112851270114/lookingtrinidadianjapaneseandindian 

March 06 2015 || @diosapeligros “Looking Trinidadian, Japanese and Indian  ” 

 

 



http://w6ter.tumblr.com/post/108792181110/brotherearth 

March 5th 2015 || @w6ter 

 

http://breannahmonroe.tumblr.com/post/112848858600/letsnotforgetblackcomesinmanycolorsand 

March 6th 2015 || @breannahmonroe “ lets not forget, black comes in many colors and shades, but shapes and 

sizes as well  

“I like my girls BBW"  

check out my spoken word/ poem that goes with these photos, it’s a whole 

story!! http://youtu.be/Hy1KAuS1yyg” 

 

 

 



 

https://twitter.com/CivilJustUs/status/706593477728079873 

@CIVILJUSTUS: “Afrolatino  #blackoutday #blackout “ 

March 6th 2016 

 

https://twitter.com/TheyLovetheAfro/status/706586931052720129 

@THEYLOVETHEAFRO “#blackoutday with my frannsss #TheFantasticFour   “ 

March 6th 2016 



 

http://eldiabloszone.tumblr.com/post/112883915526/sorryimcryingassomeoneinmyposition  

“Sorry I’m crying. As someone in my position; Bisexual, disabled (hearing impaired), not confident in my 

appearance, and struggling. I tend to avoid posting pictures for a movement. Even if it is one meant to 

motivate, inspire, and more. However after seeing some pictures of other AfricanAmericans in similar 

positions as myself…after some thought I built up the courage. Thanks you all so much for #blackout “ 

@eldiabloszone March 5th 2015 



 

https://twitter.com/sulekina/status/706552065988935680 

@SULEKINA “HAPPY #BLACKOUT DAY GUYS & MAY WE ALL CONTINUE TO PROSPER” 

March 6th 2016 

 

https://twitter.com/AdonisBosso/status/706880165264105472 

@ADONISBOSSO: “Did I miss #blackoutday ... Nah it's always Blackout day for me ! “ 

March 7th 2016  



    #BlackOut Exhibition Curatorial Essay   Ann Ma 

            ISLA 320 

Beauty. Noun. A combination of qualities, such as shape, color or form, that pleases the 

aesthetic senses, especially the sight. What is your definition of beauty? When you think of someone 

who is ‘beautiful,’ are they Black? Asian? Mexican? White? Who do you think of? In most cases, it’s a 

white person. Blonde hair, blue eyes, symmetrical faces, black mascara for women. Symmetrical faces, 

defined jaw line, defined eyebrows for men. But nowhere in that definition mentions a race but our first 

thought is a White person. When it comes to casting for movies and shows, a majority of them are 

White. They’re all over our television, their voices are in our ears, they’re posting selfies all the time 

and appearing in commercials. We rarely see other races. #BlackOut was one of the top trending 

hashtags in the United States on March 5th 2015, also known as Black Out Day. The #Blackout 

movement was created to bring awareness to the beauty of other races as well as police brutality and 

the lack of media representation for black people.  #BlackOut has become a historic hashtag, 

highlighting the strength and unity the black community shares as well as bringing light to social 

issues. This exhibition is compiled of selfies, pictures and videos of black people. It puts the spotlight 

on #BlackOut once again and re-opens the door to awareness.  

T’von, also known as @expect-the-greatest on Tumblr, found the common standard of beauty a 

problem. It wasn’t even the idea of White people being the common standard of beauty that got him to 

want to start this hashtag but rather the fact that you didn’t see many regular Black people. He 

acknowledged that Black celebrities were celebrated but he asked himself, “What about the regular 

people? Where is their shine?”  He decided to propose a day of posting selfies or pictures of one’s self 

on social media.”I love people of all color but this here is for us.” His aim was to show people that 

ALL Black people are beautiful. This was inspired by his Grandmother’s stories of being discriminated 

of being a lighter skinned Black woman and how she was not treated well. Coincidentally, the hashtag 

movement was created in the midst of underwhelming justice. At first, T’von didn’t think that people 

would back up his idea but to his surprise, the hashtag got support.  



#BlackOut was a great success via Tumblr and Twitter. As a user on Tumblr, following 210 

people, I experienced the influence first hand. On March 6th of last year, I saw numerous reblogs of 

selfies of Black People. I personally loved it. I thought that it was great seeing all these different Black 

people with different hairstyles, different fashion senses, different takes on life and seeing how damn 

beautiful they are. This included those who were only partially Black. All the images I saw were so 

unique, artistic and just astounding. The movement got so big that people got extremely offended by it. 

Non-Black people would post their own selfies or tag irrelevant photos with #BlackOut because they 

either thought it wasn’t fair or they just didn’t think Black people deserved such a day. A comment on 

one of the photos circulating Tumblr was, “Didn’t you know that Black people, like everyone else, 

have 365 days to post selfies.” Yes that may be true but then what would be the point of Mother’s Day 

or Valentine’s Day? People come to the conclusion that because they are not included, nobody else can 

be too. However, the moderators of the #BlackOut masterpost have encouraged people of color to 

participate in their own day if they chose to and just asked for people to refrain from posting photos on 

a #BlackOut day.  

The selfie movement not only showcased Black beauty but it strengthened the Black 

community. In addition to the awareness of different standards of beauty, it also brought up the amount 

of unfairness and discrimination Black people face. One big issue was Iggy Azalea. Amy Zimmerman, 

the author of an article from The Daily Beast titled, “Who Dat Who Dat?” outlined the problem with 

Iggy. She mimics Black sound without putting light on Black social issues. She is borrowing, or even 

taking, Black culture when it is convenient but when the going gets tough for Black people, she will not 

speak up for them. Ms. Azalea has also been known to not only be unable to freestyle rap, but also 

terrible at enunciating her words. She has become the biggest celebrity flop once people realized how 

disrespectful and fake she is. The interesting thing about Iggy is that she pushed the mimicry to the 

edge. The article briefly talked about Elvis Presley stealing the show from Chuck Berry and 

Macklemore snatching an award from Kendrick Lamar, however the biggest light shines on Iggy 

Azalea. Due to her inability to rap, failure to refer to social issues and high difference in appearance, 

she is not respected in the Black community. Admittedly, Iggy Azalea cannot take all the blame. The 

United States is largely run by White people and have been for the longest time. The world is getting 

fed up once again. Two years in a row, the announcement of Oscar nominees were all White actors and 

actresses. This event brought up another hashtag, #oscarssowhite. 1% of Asian people will be casted for 



a lead role for a movie. Latinos only make up 4.9% of film roles. This brings us back to the common 

idea of beauty where people often see White people as beautiful that when someone that is non-White 

is the main character or even paired with a White person as a romantic interest, people get upset. In 

addition to all this drama, it was made known that whenever a Black person was put on the news, they 

were seen in a difficult or shameful light. A tumblr page titled Which Photo Would You Choose 

featured two different pictures of the same person but in different perspectives, normally one as a thug 

or delinquent and the other as a proper or good student/person. Black people would be often painted 

with negative words while White people were labeled as ill, as if something caused White people to do 

it while Black people did it because they were no good. Same thing went with images. When Taylor 

Swift and Nicki Minaj entered their feud, a crazy photo of Nicki was put on the article while a nice 

photo of Taylor was used. A twitter user pointed this out and switched the roles to prove a point. The 

discrimination between the two races is strong and sometimes even blatant. The fact that we don’t 

notice just shows how brianwashed we’ve become.  

The real spark would be the judicial issues that Black people have faced. The idea of White 

privilege had resurfaced, something that a lot of people thought was long gone -- along with racism and 

discrimination. However protests started popping up and CNN was filled with news about Black 

people. The first was the death of Eric Garner on July 17th, 2014. Eric Garner was a 43 year old Black 

man accused of selling untaxed cigarettes. After resisting arrest, officer Daniel Pantaleo had put him in 

a chokehold. Despite Garner repeating that he was unable to breathe 11 times, it was not until he lost 

consciousness that the officer released him only to find out that it was too late for Garner and he had 

been pronounced dead an hour later. The significance of this case was that he had tried to express his 

inability to breathe multiple times and was still treated the way he was. The second was the shooting of 

Michael Brown, an 18 year old Black man who had been caught stealing and shot six times. His case 

generated a lot of media coverage due to suspicions that he had put his hands up in surrender and had 

been shot several times despite his submissive state. This caused for protests, both peaceful and violent, 

in Ferguson, Missouri, where it had happened, and even around the United States. The final big case 

that sparked an uprising was Sandra Bland. She had been pulled over for failing to signal and was 

uncooperative, within her rights, to the officer. The officer had not appreciated her lack of respect and 

decided to arrest her. The significance of this case is how brutal the officer was to Bland, where he 

orders her to get out of her car and even opens the door and threatens to tase her. And then after being 



arrested, she appears to have committed suicide. However, upon public release of this news, people 

have argued heavily against this and claim that her death was just staged to look like a suicide. These 

three cases stirred up a lot of media coverage in the news and social media.  

In order to bring about more awareness and to get people involved with Black issues and the 

Black community, #Blackout was made. Originally to highlight Black features and Black beauty, it 

transcended into a much larger meaning and project. It served as the adhesive that unified the 

community to speak out about social and judicial unfairness. I can only hope that this exhibition has 

brought upon more knowledge and encourages you to look into these subjects to further educate 

yourself. It is often difficult to speak up due to political correctness but all you need to do is simply ask 

or look into the subject yourself or create a discussion rather than an argument. Be open to learning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


